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Lesson Plan:
Objective:
The student will demonstrate the ability to recognize his or her anger and choose a calm strategy in
response.

materials:

assessments:

"When I Feel Angry" by Cornelia
Maude Spelman
Chart paper

Teacher will observe students
telling partner what makes them
angry and calm response.

vocabulary:
Anger/angry
calm
strategy

launch:
Have you ever felt very angry? What made you angry?
List and draw simple pictures.
What did you do when you were angry?
List and draw pictures of actions.
Let's listen to "When I Get Angry" to see if rabbit gets angry about the same things as you, what rabbit
does when angry, and decide if those would work for you.

explore:
Do you get angry about the same things as rabbit?
What did rabbit do when angry?
What did you do when angry?
Who made a better choice when angry, you or rabbit, and why?
Could you do what rabbit did when angry or think of something else to do?
Use private reasoning time to think about something that makes you angry and what you will do.
Turn to a partner and tell them what makes you angry and what you will do.

summary:
Thank you for taking turns and listening to your partner. (Ask two sets of partners what the other child
said about anger.) It sounds like there are many things that can make you angry and you have lots of
ideas on what to do about it.

notes:
Since I teach Kindergarten I
chose to teach them how to
recognize what makes them
upset and some calm ways to
respond.

modifications/reflection:
If there was a student with ODD who already had a plan: scribble on edge of paper instead
of ripping it up, I would ask them if they wanted to share that or think of a new strategy.
Students could return to seats and draw/write their responses.
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